Jane Coco Cowles

Jane Coco Cowles is an artist and a writer. She received a BA degree in Fine Art and English from
Drew University in addition to graduating from Pace Law School cum laude and with an LLM degree with
honors in taxation from New York Law School. Her art has been displayed in galleries, restaurants, and
libraries in Rockland County, New York. Agora Gallery is her home gallery located New York's Chelsea
district. She recently published her first picture book titled Mama Blue in 2013. Jane loves to work with
mixed media, intricate paper cuts, photography, and digital art. Art is a new beginning for Jane. After
recovering from anorexia, the former tax attorney decided to pursue art as a full time career.
Discovering an appealing simplicity in the complexity of nature, Jane’s computer-designed
images are bright and illustrative with a childlike sensitivity and playfulness. With a joyful energy, the
artist skillfully brings together line and color to build graphically bold and vivid patterns and repetitions
of animals and food. Inspiration comes to her from many forms, including music, poetry, fashion, and
the natural world. She creates her art as digital prints on ultra-foam board in a limited edition of six, also
occasionally working in watercolor, pencil, glitter, and encaustic.
Art has been a constant in Cowles’ life. Every piece she creates is a reflection of herself. She uses
color and line to create colorful and playful illustrations that are influenced both by stories she read as a
child and the children’s books she writes. Her encaustic paintings capture the subtleties of emotions of
moments. Their movement, texture and flow have a meditative quality and capture the silent vagaries
that words and images cannot convey.
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